Zj headlights

Cart 0. Fortunately there are dramatically superior headlights available built especially for the
GC. I am talking about European E-code export headlights, which take superior H4 halogen
bulbs. These lights have a MUCH better light pattern than the US headlamps, specifically they
have a sharp light cutoff which lights up the road better and at the same time prevents glare to
oncoming drivers. Besides the sharp cutoff, there is more light projected up and to the right for
illuminating signs and other objects on the shoulder. It's not just the higher wattage, but also
the design and construction of the H4 bulb is better as well. The E-code lamps also have
superior optics in the lens, and are glass instead of the cheap plastic in the DOT-spec lamps.
Note that with US spec lamps the higher wattage bulbs combined with the high mounting point
for the headlights on the typical SUV results in extreme glare and irritation for oncoming
drivers, but with the sharp light cutoff in the E-code lamps, this is not a problem at all! The
additional light is kept on the road where it belongs and not in the eyes of oncoming drivers. I
have been running E-code export lamps on most of my vehicles for years. The installation is
simple, the new lights physically install as direct snap-in replacements for the old ones, so it
takes about 5 minutes to snap out the old ones and snap-in the export units. The only other
changes required are to splice on the proper connectors. I made adapters with both connector
ends so I can run either the export or US lamps as I choose. The export lights use H4 bulbs
which are superior to the bulbs used in the US lamps. The H4 connectors are the same as the
older style sealed beam connectors and are available at any auto parts store. The export lamps
light the road evenly in a much wider pattern, with a sharp cutoff that prevents blinding
oncoming or proceeding drivers even with brighter high wattage bulbs , and the additional light
to the sides, especially the RH shoulder, is incredible. They also have glass lenses which are
optically more distortion free and remain clear, cloud and scratch-free throughout their life, and
which can also take the heat of high wattage bulbs better. There are several factory part
numbers for E-code lamps for the Grand Cherokee, but only one of them fits properly on US
vehicles. The different lamps are listed in the dealer parts books as: -US LH drive -Germany RH
drive -Europe RH drive -Europe other than England LH drive -Japan RH drive Of course you
want LH drive referring to the fact that the steering wheel is on the left side of the vehicle and
you drive on the right hand side of the road lamps as the others are for people who drive on the
"wrong" side of the road , and have the light pattern adjusted accordingly. Using the wrong
ones will result in a light pattern that blinds oncoming traffic. As an example somebody I know
accidentally purchased the German spec. To get them to work they had to kludge up the mounts
by grinding and epoxying the US mounting clips to the rear of the lamps. Even then they
wouldn't fit properly, mainly because the US mounting system requires one of the clips to slide
in a captive rail in order to move up and down to accommodate the lamp adjustment. In the end
the fit was unsatisfactory and the expensive lamps had to be changed out for the proper ones.
The German spec. They have the same sliding clip and are a direct interchange for the US
lamps. The order cannot be placed via the normal system, all orders for export parts are
automatically rejected. You can try your local dealer, but I doubt you will have any success.
Fortunately I have located an excellent source for these elusive lights. A friend of mine Dan
Stern runs an automotive lighting company Stern Lighting and can obtain these lights from
Chrysler. Contact him at dastern vrx. Some prefer the stepped over the angled cutoff pattern.
Contact Dan for more information on the different headlight and bulb options. Even if they cost
more they would be worth it as the light pattern is so much better than the US versions. These
bulbs are of a notoriously poor design with transverse filaments that waste much of the light on
non-focused and non-reflecting areas of the lamp. They also have very small electrical contacts
which have a high resistance and can become very hot under a higher than normal wattage
load. That is why none of the reputable name brand bulb manufacturers sell higher wattage
bulbs. These bulbs are included with the lamps. H4 bulbs are very efficient, and have axial
filaments which allow for more of the light to be properly focused and utilized by the reflector.
Note the significantly higher light candlepower output of the H4 bulb as compared to the type
used in the US lamps. This is true even on high beam, where the poorly designed bulb in the US
lamp produces only candlepower of output from 65 watts while the more efficient H4 bulb used
in the export lamp produces candlepower from 60 watts. In fact I have more output on low
beams than the US lamps have on high beam! They both carry some of the best bulbs like the
Narva brand manufactured in Germany. Now if you think this will cause problems for other
drivers, take note that even with the dramatically increased output, the sharp cutoff and
superior light pattern of the export lamps prevents blinding oncoming traffic. The light is
focused down on the road, and little or no light escapes past the cutoff. This keeps oncoming
drivers as well as those in front of me in my lane happy, as long as I am on low beams that is.
The high beam output on the other hand IS blinding, will sear retinas at meters, and may melt
the paint off the rear bumper of the car in front of you. An important feature of the export lamps

is their heavy duty construction. The export lamps can better take the heat of high wattage
bulbs, since they have glass lenses and ceramic reflectors, and the H4 bulbs themselves have
much larger electrical contacts designed for this amount of power without adding unnecessary
resistance. Relay Harness: To eliminate potential problems with drawing watts of power both
lamps on high beams through the stock vehicle wiring harness, and to bring the maximum
voltage to the bulbs, I installed a relay harness. TXL wire is kink and abrasion resistant,
thin-walled for any given gauge, and is designed for a degree F rating. This is exactly the same
wire used by the factory for high temperature under the hood applications. It includes the
proper connectors for the E-code H4 bulb lamps, if you are using the original bulbs you'll have
to install those connectors. If you are going to use a different brand harness, I have some tips.
The lowest quality harness I've seen so far it had all the "bad" attributes listed above was a
cheap "Car Show" brand with distinctive yellow jacketing on the wires. If you live in an area
where the roads are salted, better stay away from that one! I made a mistake and purchased one
of those before I knew better. When the cheap relays corrode and fail, you'll be running without
lights, and that's not much fun. Some don't think the relay harness is necessary, I'd agree only if
you stick with stock wattage bulbs, but even then a relay harness will result in brighter lights. If
you use higher wattage bulbs then you risk overloading the stock circuit and switch. I have
measured as much as a 2. With the relay harness, there is less than a 0. If you are going to use
the standard H4 bulbs which are included with the export lights, then changing the wiring other
than the connector end is not necessary, however by using a harness even with the stock
wattage bulbs, voltage drop will decrease, and brightness will increase. Installation: Installing
the E-code lights is simple, merely unsnap the stock lamps fromtheir ball-stud mounts and snap
the new lights back in place. I sometimes use a quarter inch thick wooden dowel to assist in
prying the lamps off the mounts to prevent damage to the fender or grille. The clips are included
with the lamps and are identical to the ones supplied on the domestic lamps, two round and one
square clip are used on each lamp. You can purchase them separately or you can remove the
clips from the set of lamps you are not using and keep them as spares. I recommend having a
few of these clips in the glove box should you need to remove the lamps to replace a burnt out
bulb on the road. The E-code is on the left and the domestic headlight is on the right in each
picture. As for the wiring, the E-code lamps use H4 bulbs which require a different connector
than the US type bulbs. You can purchase H4 headlight bulb connectors at any parts store, or
you will get them with the Painless Wiring headlight harness I recommend. If you are not using
the harness, then purchase two H4 bulb connector pigtails and splice them onto the wiring next
to your stock connectors. With both connectors in place you can switch back to the stock
lamps anytime such as when selling the ZJ. I decided that I would use the PW relay harness,
and although it came with the H4 connectors already installed I wanted to be able to switch back
to the US headlamps quickly if necessary such as if I broke a lamp. What I did was cut the H4
connectors with about 4" of wire off the end of the harness and attach 3-pin Packard
Weatherpack connectors you could also use Metri-Pack connectors at the ends of the harness.
Then I attached the mating Weatherpack connector on the 4" end I had cut off. I did the same
with a set of connectors you could cut them off the stock harness and ended up with
interchangeable connector ends so I can use either the E-code or US lamps at will. The blue
connector is used when running bulbs domestic lamps , and the black connector is used when
running H4 bulbs E-code lamps. I added mating 3-pin Weather pack connectors on the end of
the PW harness so I can change from domestic to E-code headlights as easily as snapping on
the new lights and plugging in the proper connector end! Note the much larger terminals on the
H4 connector, which better supports higher watt bulbs. I removed the front bumper fascia so I
could route the wiring adjacent to the stock wires inside the bumper support across the front of
the vehicle. I mounted the relays behind the passenger side headlight, and attached the main
power to the Power Distribution Center PDC power terminal and the ground to the main engine
compartment ground on the passenger side inner fender. The two relays on the left side of this
picture are the Bosch or Hella mbrand PW harness relays, the other two relays to the right of
center are the factory relays for the high and low speed electric engine cooling fan used only on
the 5. To mount the headlight harness relays I made up an L-bracket, and mounted the relays
through an existing hole in the sheet metal using one stainless nut and bolt, two stainless
fender washers, and two rubber washers. I placed the rubber washers on either side of the hole
in the sheet metal, then put the stainless fender washers over the rubber washers, and then ran
the bolt through the washer sandwich and through the L-bracket. This results in a vibration
isolated mount that does not even scratch the paint around the existing hole! You can see the
stainless fender washer with the stainless nut and bolt. The rubber washers are underneath the
fender washers. They are kind of hard to see because they look as if they are part of the factory
harness. The main power wire is connected to the main electrical power stud on the side of the

under-hood Power Distribution Center PDC. You can see the headlight harness wire in
convoluted loom just next to the main red heavy gauge cable from the alternator to the PDC
main power stud. The stud is covered by a protective cap, and the wires come out the front side.
The harness ground is attached to the rearmost of the two main ground bolts on the fender just
in front of the PDC. Since it is also covered in convoluted wiring loom, these wires look as if
they were factory installed. Actually you can't see the harness in the picture although it is
installed. I routed it alongside the main cross car harness that comes out just beside the
radiator on the LH side of this picture, goes into a channel inside the front bumper support, and
then back around the radiator on the other side. With the harness routed along with the factory
harness, it is out of harms way and in fact can't even be seen. Note: you can also see the
factory trans cooler on the left and power steering cooler on the right I added to my 5. None of
the '98 V8 models came with the trans cooler, even with the towing package! The power steering
cooler is my own "invention", I used the trans cooler designed for the 6cyl ZJ, which mounts on
the opposite side from where the V8 trans cooler mounts. I also changed the factory tow hooks
to chrome versions and added stainless clips, and I painted the grille inserts black on the 5. The
grille was originally all white and didn't look proper that way. Leave a comment Name Email.
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